Michael Jordan's The Shot, that famous bucket he hit over Craig Ehlo and the Cleveland Cavaliers to give the sixth-seeded Let's remember 'The Shot in honor of Tuesday's Kentucky-Duke. Shot Strap. Black Rapid makers of the original camera sling. High quality camera straps, bags, and accessories. Watch Michael Jordan's 'The Shot' from an angle you've never seen. RockTheShotForum.com Take your photography and business to the next level with our photography forum, led by leading photographers and online experts. We have all seen "the shot" a million times but there's a good chance you have never seen it from this angle. Here's some words from the man who witnessed The Architecture Of The Shot Uncrate May 27, 2015. Is Ehlo defined by The Shot? Was it the low point of his life? Where is Jordan's most famous victim now? Watch the video and find out. The shot of the year The Dissolve It is known, in Chicago and especially in Cleveland, as The Shot. It was replayed on television hundreds of times, to the agony of Cleveland fans and the The Shot The Photo Desk - Flipboard Want more of The Shot? We've got you covered with The Shotcast hosted by Alenka Zac. Episode 2 is now on iTunes and features judges Joni NehRita and C.J. May 7, 2015. On May 7, 1989, Michael Jordan broke the hearts of the Cleveland Cavaliers players and fans by hitting The Shot. With the Chicago Bulls The Shot - Facebook May 7, 2015. In this story from the SI Vault, Jack McCallum retraces The Shot, Michael Jordan's buzzer-beating jumper against Craig Ehlo that gave the Bulls May 7, 2014. 'The Shot' is 25 today. From alternate camera angles to an Anita Baker cameo, here are ten things you probably didn't know about the making The Shot - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia We can help you pull your child's shot record from the state website "WebIZ Arkansas" to determine what is needed. Remember, vaccines are the safest way to Craig Ehlo: Michael Jordan's Most Famous Victim and the Lowest. 3 days ago. Let's remember 'The Shot' in honor of Tuesday's Kentucky-Duke game. If Tuesday's game is anything like the one in 1992, fans are in for a treat? Vaccination: Who Should Do It, Who Should Not and Who Should. Nov 4, 2015. This page lists all people recommended to get the flu vaccine, who can and can't get the flu shot or the nasal spray vaccine and who should Michael Jordan hit The Shot over Craig Ehlo to beat the Cleveland. May 22, 2009 - 1 min - Uploaded by Pete Maravich Game 5, 1989. May 7th. Horace Grant Goes In On The REAL Michael Jordan!!! Chicago 10 Things You Didn't Know About Jordan Over Ehlo - Esquire May 3, 2015. The Bulls' Michael Jordan taking The Shot, as it has come to be known, over the Cavaliers' Craig Ehlo to clinch their 1989 first-round playoff Watch Michael Jordan sink The Shot like you never have before. Contact The Shot Nurse by phone at 901 685-9999. To contact us by email, Click here. Stop by one of our three convenient mid-south offices with front door We Remember: 26th Anniversary of Michael Jordan Hitting 'The Shot'? The shot is just what it sounds like—a shot that keeps you from getting pregnant. Once you get it, your birth control is covered for three full months—there's Birth Control Shot at a Glance. A shot in the arm that prevents pregnancy Safe, effective, and convenient Easy to get with a prescription Lasts for three months THE SHOT The Shot is the name of the series-winning basket hit by Michael Jordan in Game 5 of the 1989 Eastern Conference First Round on May 7 against the Cleveland. The Shot Nurse Contact Aug 12, 2015. The shot, which is so famous its just known as The Shot, was made by Jordan in Game 5 of the 1989 Eastern Conference first round series. Routine Vaccinations - The Shot Clinic Directed by Dan Bell. With Dan Bell, Michael Rivkin, Jude Horowitz, Vincent Ward. Decades After a Famous Shot, the Fall Guy Is Still Recovering - The. There's a single shot in Jean-Luc Godard's Goodbye To Language so astonishing that the sold-out crowd I saw the film with gasped in unison. Perhaps a I'm Gonna Tell You What I'm Gonna Do: What It Was Like To Guard. THE SHOT returns in search of the strongest vocalists from post-secondary schools across Ontario to participate in Province's most popular vocal showcase's. Depo-Provera - Birth Control Shot - Planned Parenthood NBA.com: Jordan Hits The Shot And I contested his shot. The ref was a good two or three feet behind us, and I didn't foul him, but I got called for the foul. Michael made the shot, and the way he Watch Michael Jordan's famous 'The Shot' vs. Cavaliers from an Basketball: Will You Bank the Shot? - Science Buddies By The Shot by The Photo Desk How did you get that picture? Rare live footage of Michael Jordan's "The Shot over Ehlo" + post. Spin the Shot is the newest party game to hit the circuit. Pour a shot into the shot glass provided, spin the wheel and whomever the arrow points to must drink. The Shot – Birth Control Method - Bedsider Will you go for a direct shot or will you use the backboard and take a bank shot at the basket? Would different positions on the court give you a higher chance of.